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White Paper

Project-Specific Commercial General Liability Insurance - 
Understanding Repair Work Endorsements

 

by Jeremiah Welch
Many markets which provide insurance for construction projects include an endorsement providing coverage for  
“repair work” as part of their standard policy. “Repair work” endorsements are largely misunderstood by policyholders 
and the insurance broker community. They are typically assumed to be coverage enhancements, but many provide no  
additional coverage and actually risk reduction of coverage otherwise provided as part of the products-completed  
operations (“PCO”) extensions also found in these project-specific policies. This article is designed to help the reader  
understand these endorsements so that better decisions can be made at the point of purchase.

Intent

The common feature of these endorsements is a grant of coverage for bodily injury and property damage resulting from 
“repair work” for a specified period of time. Most endorsements define “repair work” to mean the repair of completed work 
performed pursuant to a contract or warranty. 

The following is an example of a repair work endorsement used by a leading excess and surplus lines insurer:

Where Did These Endorsements Come From?

“Repair work” endorsements have been common in the US market for at least the past 10 years. We believe these  
endorsements trace back to European builder’s risk forms. Historically, general liability policies issued by foreign  
markets (primarily Lloyds’ syndicates) for European construction work do not include coverage for liability associated with  
completed work. 

This insurance is extended for an additional period of 
time with respect to liability for “bodily injury” or “prop-
erty damage” arising out of “repair work” performed by 
employees of the Named Insured.  The extension begins 
when the Designated Project or any part of thereof has 
been put to its intended use or is occupied in whole or 
in part by any person or organization other than another 
contractor or subcontractor working on the same project, 
and ends at the earlier of: 

(a)  The expiration of the statute of repose applicable to 
claims or “suits” alleging defective construction, or

(b)  Limited Coverage- Repair Work Expiration Period 
years:_________

Work performed under this coverage extension does 
not apply to liability included in the “products-com-
pleted operations hazard.”

With respect to this endorsement, the following defi-
nition applies:

1.  “Repair work” means the repair, correction or re-
placement of “your work” which is performed after 
“your work” was originally completed.

 
THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY.  PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

LIMITED COVERAGE - REPAIR WORK

This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:

 COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE PART
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In the US, construction general liability policies do provide that coverage, typically through an extension of coverage for 
the PCO hazard. Customarily, European builder’s risk insurers treat the builder’s liability to repair its work as a first-party 
peril, and they insure it through an extension on the builder’s risk policy.  As European insurers have taken a larger role in 
insuring US projects over the last 10 years, it is thought that these insurers transferred the concept of the European builder’s 
risk repair work extension to the US general liability policy. Probably designed as a selling point, this set the stage for a 
conflict between terms and intent. 

US project-specific policies insure completed work by granting coverage for the “products-completed operations hazard”.1  
The following is common PCO extension language:

The PCO hazard is defined as follows:

_________________________________________________________
1 The point about the “grant of coverage” for the PCO hazard is important. In the standard ISO form policy, the PCO hazard is a defined term which is referenced in the 
policy for two primary reasons: (1) to frame the circumstances under which a specific set of limits (the PCO limits) apply, and (2) to describe the conditions under which 
exceptions to certain exclusions apply. The coverage grant of the ISO policy does not distinguish between ongoing and completed work. Because the project-specific 
policy is not an annually renewing “practice policy”, but must still account for liability on completed work, most of these policies include a specific grant of coverage for 
the PCO hazard for a period of time following completion of the project.

PRODUCTS/COMPLETED OPERATIONS LIABILITY COVERAGE PART
 
It is agreed and understood that sub-paragraph b. (2) in SECTION I – COVERAGES, PRODUCTS/COM-
PLETED OPERATIONS, BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY, 1. Insuring 
Agreement of the PRODUCTS/COMPLETED OPERATIONS LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM is  
deleted and replaced by the following:

(2) The “bodily injury” or “property damage” occurs during the policy period.  However, solely with respect 
to liability for “bodily injury” or “property damage” included in the “products-completed operations hazard” and 
arising out of the project(s) designated in the Limitation of Coverage to Designated Premises or Project endorse-
ment forming a part of this policy (hereinafter referred to as the “Designated Project(s)”), the time during which 
such “bodily injury” or “property damage” may occur, for the purposes of the insurance provided by this policy, 
is extended for an additional period of time (such time referred to hereinafter as the  “Extension Period”).  The  
Extension Period will be deemed to commence on the last day of the policy period applicable to this  
policy.  Any “bodily injury” or “property damage” falling within the Extension Period shall be deemed to have  
occurred within the policy period applicable to this policy.

“Products-completed operations hazard”:

a.  Includes all “bodily injury” and “property damage” occurring away from premises you own or rent and 
arising out of “your product” or “your work” except:

 (1)  Products that are still in your physical possession; or
 
 (2)  Work that has not yet been completed or abandoned.  However, “your work” will be deemed 
        completed at the earliest of the following times:

       (a)  When all of the work called for in your contract has been completed.
     (b)  When all of the work to be done at the job site has been completed if your contract calls   
   for work at more than one job site.
       (c)  When that part of the work done at a job site has been put to its intended use by any person  
   or organization other than another contractor or subcontractor working on the same project.

Work that may need service, maintenance, correction, repair or replacement, but which is otherwise complete,  
will be treated as completed.
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In short, the PCO hazard applies to completed work. There are two parts of the definition that are critically important to 
understanding how it can conflict with the typical repair work endorsement. First, the definition states that PCO includes all 
bodily injury and property damage which “arises out of” your product and your work. In disputes about policy interpreta-
tion, the courts have consistently interpreted the phrase “arising out of” to mean any connection or relationship. “Arising 
out of” does not mean a direct (or “proximate”) causal connection. The second significant piece of the definition is the  
clarification at the end, which states that “work that may need service, maintenance, correction, repair or replacement, 
but which is otherwise complete, will be treated as completed”.  When a policy grants an extension of coverage for the 
PCO hazard, it grants coverage for bodily injury and property damage arising out of the repair of completed work.

Now, compare this to the definition of “repair work”, for which coverage is granted via the repair work endorsement  
example above:

  

In this example, the repair work endorsement is granting coverage that is already present in the policy through the PCO 
extension. But, note that the repair work endorsement also includes the following provision:

  

The endorsement does not explain how to reconcile the inconsistency between this statement and the fact that the PCO 
extension already includes coverage for repair work. Now consider the fact that most PCO extensions provide coverage to 
the applicable statute of repose or 10 years, whereas most repair work endorsements provide an extension of only 2 years.2  
The courts have yet to tackle this issue. The risk here is that an insurer having issued a policy including both a repair work 
endorsement and a PCO extension, would argue that claims for injury or damage arising out of repair work are covered only 
for the period of time specified in the repair work endorsement.3 The argument would be that the repair work endorsement 
carved out a subset of the PCO hazard and limited its coverage period to the time specified in the repair work endorsement.  
In the typical policy, this means that coverage for injuries or damage arising out of repair work is reduced from 10 years to 
2 years.

Do Repair Work Endorsements Offer Any Benefit?

There are many different permutations of “repair work endorsements”. These are manuscript forms used for a risk that is 
heavily underwritten by excess and surplus lines insurers. As such, these forms are typically not filed and can be freely 
changed year-to-year and placement to placement. Most forms do suffer from the challenge outlined above, however there 
are a few that do not. A small subset of “repair work endorsements” simply state that any “property damage” resulting 
from “repair work”, within the set time period, reduces the policy’s general aggregate limit, not the products-completed  
operations limit. The following is an example:

_______________________________________________
2 Most PCO extensions are designed to provide PCO coverage to the applicable statute of repose, so that the builders and contractors have coverage for their statutory 
liability period. 
3 According to the rules of insurance policy interpretation used by most courts, more specific language controls over general language. Courts usually apply the principle 
of “in pare materia”, meaning that one looks for a plain meaning interpretation whereby all the provisions of the policy can be applied without inconsistency. Here, it is not 
inconsistent to read the “repair work endorsement” as a more specific treatment of a specific subset of the work covered by the “products-completed operations extension”, 
with a shorter coverage period. Our fear is that common principles of policy interpretation will result in the typical “repair work endorsement” limiting the coverage that 

would otherwise have been available under the typical “products-completed operations extension”.

“Repair work” means the repair, correction or replacement of “your work” 
which is performed after “your work” was originally completed.

Worked performed under this coverage extension does not apply to liability 
included in the “products-completed operations hazard.”
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Note that this endorsement does not include the troublesome statement that “repair work” does not apply to “bodily  
injury” or “property damage” in the “products-completed operations hazard”. Nor does it support an argument that  
“repair work” coverage is limited to two years; the only change is that for two years, “repair work” otherwise covered by 
the “products-completed operations extension” counts first against the general aggregate limit. This language could easily 
be combined with the “products-completed operations extension” language/endorsement of the policy. An endorsement 
such as the above is a desirable enhancement. The intent here is to use the general aggregate limits remaining at the end of 
the policy period to pay claims arising out of “repair work” (what the industry would typically refer to as “call-back” or  
warranty work), thereby preserving the products-completed operations limits for more traditional construction defect  
claims.4  

“Repair work” endorsements require careful scrutiny, armed with the knowledge that most market offerings are at best 
redundant and at worst restrictive of coverage otherwise available under the “products-completed operations extension”. 
When negotiating coverage, care should be taken to avoid problematic endorsements, and, if possible, replace them with 
something akin the above example which addresses only the transfer of “repair work” risk to the general aggregate limit.

For more information please contact Jeremiah Welch at 951-365-3147 or jmw@sdvlaw.com.

_______________________________________________
4 Note that whether covered under a “repair work endorsement” or a “products-completed operations extension”, the claim must still allege “property damage” caused by 
an occurrence, which most states interpret to include physical injury to tangible property resulting from defective work. To date, no states have found an “occurrence” and 
“property damage” where there is only defective work and no resulting damage.

THE ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY.  PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

EXTENSION OF POLICY PERIOD FOR REPAIR WORK

This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM

With respect to amount we pay on account of damages because of “bodily injury” or “property damage” during 
the first two years of the “products-completed operations hazard” extension of this insurance, those amount 
which arise out of “repair work” will first reduce the General Aggregate Limit and not reduce the Products 
Completed Operations Aggregate Limit.  If the General Aggregate Limit is insufficient to pay such damag-
es because of partial or complete exhaustion, then the balance of such damages shall reduce the Products  
Completed Operations Aggregate Limit.

With respect to this endorsement, the following definition applies:

 “Repair work” means the repair, correction or replacement of “your work” which is performed after  
 “your work” was originally completed.
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